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HECB to provide
money for loans
The
Higher
Education
Coordinating Board recently
authorized the sale of $150
million in tax-exempt revenue
bonds to provide guaranteed
loans to students for the next two
years.
The bond sales will provide
enough cash to satisfy students
needs for the next two to three'
years, said Executive Director
Clyde Ingle.
The HECB, which administers
the State Student Loan Program
as a lender under the Federal
Guaranteed Student Loan
Program, will sell the bonds to
the First National Bank of St.
Paul, Norwest Securities of
Minneapolis and Bankers Trust of
New York.
The bond purchase agreement
Mad Doctor Duane Oldham and his nurse Sue Pittman operate on a disturbed looking Kevin Ryan
is subject to an acceptable rating
at the Haunted House held at the PAC Sunday night. The Haunted House was sponsored by the
by two rating agencies Standard
WSU Band. (photo by Douglas E. Smyth)
& Poor's Corp. and Moody's
Investor Services, Inc. — and
approval by the U.S. Department
of Education. HECB staff made
presentations to the rating
agencies in New York, and formal
each side negotiate without approval by the Department of
Faculty Organization will meet
by Jim Riccioli
getting frustrated with what they Education is expected.
tomorrow to discuss the latest
The bonds are variable rate
read in the papers."
proposals
submitted
by
both
the
for
mediator
The
demand
notes that mature in
The
muzzle
order
was
parties, but neither side will be
negotiations between the state
April 1989. The interest rate is set
announced
last
Thursday
and
permitted
to
discuss
and the faculty union in the State
Dunbar said he isn't sure when it weekly by Bankers Trust of New
negotiations with the press until
University System has "put a
would be lifted, if at all, before York based on a tax exempt note
further notice.
muzzle" on both sides in an effort
rate index. The rate will fluctuate
the
negotiations conclude.
According
to
Dunbar,
the
to try and settle the sevenAnalysts from both parties between 5 1/2 percent and 14
power of the mediator to put a
month-old dispute, according to
have not released specific percent.
muzzle on the negotiating parties
Wayne Dunbar, Winona State
HECB, President Archie D.
differences
existing between the
is
spelled
out
in
legislation
and
in
faculty member and union
Chelseth, of Cloquet, said that
latest
proposals,
which
were
the
various
procedures
of
the
negotiator.
the bond sale, the largest in
exchanged two weeks ago.
state's Public Employees Labor
W.C. "Andy" Anderson, the
the history of the state program,
"All
information
on
Relations
Act.
appointed mediator from the
the negotiations will have to come is especially significant because
"Neither side is speaking to
Bureau of Mediation Services,
from the mediator," Dunbar said. loan funds on hand will be used
and negotiators from the the press," Dunbar said. "The
"His order behooves both parties by early 1984.
purpose
of
the
muzzle
is
to
let
Chancellor's Office and the Inter
"The need to borrow is likely to
to respond to his wishes."

Mediator 'muzzles' parties

increase in the future as a result
of rising educational costs and
state policy for the State
Scholarship and Grant Program
which requires all applicants to
contribute at least 50 percent of
their cost of attendance from
savings, earnings, loans and
other resources," Chelseth said.
"The $150 million in loan
money, added to the $100 million
in state-funded grant and work
study funds available for the
1983-84 and 1984-85 school years,
will ensure a balanced, generous
program of financial assistance
for all Minnesota residents
during the next two years," he
said.
During the past year (Oct.
1, 1982, to Sept. 30, 1983) a total
of 91,777 guaranteed loans
totaling $189.9 million was made
by the Coordinating Board and
private lenders in Minnesota,
combined, for an average loan of
$2,069. The Coordinating Board
made 33,268 of these loans
totaling $64.4 million.
The tax-exempt bonds are
obligations of the board and are
repaid by funds received as a
result of the program's
operations. No state
appropriations are used.
"Over the past decade the
State Student Loan Program has
been instrumental in providing
educational opportunities for
thousands of Minnesota
students," Chelseth said. "The
state program is a national model
for loan programs. And as a
lender of last resort, it has been
especially important in meeting
the needs of students not able to
secure loans from private
lenders."

Pep Band not going to dome, needs funds
by Robbin Brent
Everybody agrees that Nov. 20
is a big day for Winona State.
The Warrior football team,
champion of the Northern Intercollegiate Conference, will be
playing in the Metrodome in
Minneapolis, perhaps before the
largest crowd in the university's
football history, against the
University of Minnesota-Morris.
But the Music department
has found itself divided in a
controversy over whether the 60member symphonic wind
ensemble, which often doubles
as a pep band for athletic events,
should even be going to the
game. Band Director Lee Mendyk
has found himself at the heart of
the controversy.
In an interview last week,
Mendyk said he would like the
band to play at the Metrodome if
funds are available, and if the
game hadn't been scheduled
during the university's final exam

period.
"You give us the money and I'll
be there," Mendyk said.
The two 40-passenger buses
that would be needed to take the
band to the Metrodome would
cost $550.
Whether $550 can be produced
for buses to take the band to the
Metrodome is unclear. Brad
Arndt, Student Senate president,
said Monday there are travel
funds available.
As of press time Tuesday,
Mendyk had not applied for the
funds.
But the Music department
controversy goes beyond money.
Partly it involves whether the
preferences of band members on
making the Metrodome trip were
considered. According to band
members as last as yesterday, the
question was never put to them at
a practice session, the only time
when they are together.
A reporter who polled 24 band
members Monday found '21 who
wanted to go, two who didn't, and

one who was neutral.
Penny Kruempel, a sophomore
oboist, said, "I want to go, and
feel we should go because the
team wants us. It doesn't matter
to me if it's finals weekend. It's a
once in a lifetime deal."
Said Jackie Dittrick, band
president, "The band should go.
We've practiced all the music."
Tom Kelly, sophomore trumpet
player said, "I would like to go. I
know how fired up the band can
get the crowd, and I'd like to see a
good showing for Winona State
at such a big event. I think the
band's presence would be a plus
for the whole university."
Greg Abbott, a junior trumpet
player, said, "WSU hasn't been
this successful in football for 20
years, and it may not happen
again for some time. I want to
support the team."
The issue seems deeper than
whether the band should play at
the Metrodome.
Mendyk, as well as some other
Continued on Page 8

Band director Dr. Lee Mendyk directs the Winona State pep band at
their last performance Oct. 8. (photo by Mark Hoffman)
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Some foreign students must prepay tuition
students, due to the shortage of
funds in Nigeria," he said.
Tye said, "The policy will
enable institutions to limit the
amount of indebtedness."
Presently, about 140 foreign
students attend Winona State, 13
are from Nigeria.
Tye said it was unsettling that
they had to go to this type of
policy. "It's not discriminatory
and it's not for that purpose," he
explained. "It was necessary to
do something so the
situation didn't take control of
us.
Winona State requires a
deposit of $9,500. This is an
estimated amount that includes
everything for a full calendar
year: three sessions of school,
two summer sessions and other
expenses incurred by the student
throughout the year.
Tye said there are not enough
resources to help students. He
said that students can't go on
welfare or receive county
assistance because they are not

schools and businesses to the
United States at between $20
million and $85 million.
The new policy began last fall
quarter at Winona State. It affects
prospective students, not
students who are already
currently enrolled.
According to Art Tye, acting
director of the office for
international student affairs, the
policy is based on each country's
economy and difficulty of
students to get funding."
"Money is being withheld from

by JoAnn Woelfel
Winona State recently enacted
a policy that requires
international students from
Ghana, Guyana, Iran, Libya and
Nigeria to pay an entire year's
tuition and fees before enrolling.
The deposit policy began as a
result of a recommendation of
the National Association for
Foreign Student Affairs.
According to the Associated
Press, the association estimated
Nigerian student debts to
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by Steve Kemmerling
and Julie Butson
This week is Social and
Cultural Activities Committee
Awarness Week and according to
President John "Doc" Freund,
SCAC will be using this week to
get students involved in the

VISIT THE
W

inona Glove Co

FACTORY OUTLET STORE
412 - 416 E. SECOND ST.

Gloves

and a whole lot more
Dress & work gloves, athletic gloves, purses &
accessories, woolen caps & scarves, tube
socks & sweat bands, dorm slippers &
moccasins

THIS WEEK'S FEATURES:
Sweater Knit

STOCKING CAPS
Asst. Colors
Only

100% Virgin Wool

BOOT SOX
$9.75 Value
Only $600

pr.

Men's Wick Dri

CREW SOX
In asst. colors, slight irreg.
$3.00 Value

DICKEYS
Asst. Colors, Value $6.00

$1 00

Only $ 1 50 pr.

come over here, it would be
difficult," he said. "Some friends
can hardly pay for one quarter. To
require them to pay for a whole
year would be almost
impossible."
Anueyiagu said he thinks this
is a temporary problem.
He said there is a way the
school and government
could help students, at least until
"they can stand on their own two
feet."
He said the situation is very
unfortunate, but he is grateful for
the good things which have
happened to him.
He
said,
some
Nigerian
students were granted resident
tuition, and he has a job as a
campus security guard as well.
Tye said the problems are
beginning to clear up, and that
the Nigerian Embassy is paying
money back.
"When the economy gets
better and money is guaranteed,
the policy will be relaxed," he
said.

SCAC brings Suburbs toWSU
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residents.
"Obviously, their families don't
send their kids here to suffer, but
they are suffering," he said.
Obi Anueylagu, president of
Black Cultural Awareness and
general secretary of the
International club, said the policy
is indirectly denying his people
the opportunity to study in the
United States.
"What pains me the most is
that the problem doesn't lie with
the individual students, but with
the Nigerian government," he
said.
Anueyiagu, a Nigeran, said he
believes the problem is not solely
economic. "The main problem is
misplacement of priorities," he
said. "The Nigerian government
is insensitive to the needs of its
citizens abroad."
Ghasson Forgiani, a Libyan
student at Winona State, said,
"We feel we are getting
punished for something we didn't
do."
"If I had a friend who wanted to

Winona Glove Low Price $400
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Mylar Areo Space

GLOVE LINERS
Keeps hands warm without bulk
$5.00 Value
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New Selection of Men's

LEATHER WALLETS
$15.00 to $18.00 Values

Only $

7
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organization.
"SCAC Awareness Week is
kind of like a membership drive
for us," said Freund.
According to Freund there are
about 10-15 students now
working for SCAC. However,
through SCAC Awareness Week,
he hopes to jump membership to
20-25 students.
SCAC is sponsoring a lecture
on the JFK assassination. It will
be held today in the PAC at 8 p.m.
There will be no admission fee.
The second event scheduled is
a concert by The Suburbs. The
show will take place at 8 p.m.
Nov. 5 in McGown gym.
Admission for students will be
$1.
SCAC hopes the Suburb's
concert will go more smoothly
than the homecoming concert.
Men Without Hats cancelled
out a verbal agreement to do the
homecoming concert at WSU two
weeks before homecoming, said
Freund.
"We had a commitment to the
homecoming committee to do
something, and we wanted to
honor that," said Freund.
"Frantic" calls to several
agencies brought a familiar and
reliable name to the scene, said

Freund. Michael Johnson was
available and would do the show
for $2500.
Freund estimated the audience
attendance to be 250-300. He
gave two reasons for the low
attendance. One was the short
publicity time. The other he
attributed to the Winona State
Warriors winning their football
game.
"A lot of people didn't feel like
a mellow evening after the win,"
said Freund.
The show brought in around
$500. SCAC lost $2000 on the
homecoming concert.
"If we broke even on every
activity, we'd have $24,000 of
activity fee left over at the end of
the year," said Freund. "We
always expect to lose or break
even. The only reason we charge
is to keep acts coming in."
According to Freund, if SCAC
didn't charge for activities, they
could only bring in three shows a
year. By charging minimal prices
they can bring around 15.
"If students have complaints,
said Freund, "they should come
to our meetings and we can work
something out."
SCAC meetings are held every
Tuesday at 4 p.m. in conference
room 127 in the Housing office.

Editor selected as
finalist in contest
by Steve Apps
Carolyn Goetzinger, editor in
chief of the Winonan and senior
journalism student from
Milwaukee, has been selected as
one of the six finalists for the
1983 Associated Collegiate Press
National Editorial Leadership
Award.
The award is sponsored by the
National Scholastic Press
Association and the ACP, for the
purpose of recognizing
excellence in editorial writing.
The editorial that won
appeared March 30, 1983, and
was one of two editorials entered
byGoetzimjer.

editorial,
"Perpich's
The
package plan doesn't make
sense," discussed Perpich's plan
to raise tuition as well as
financial aid.
"The reason for writing that
particular topic was that it
affected students and I didn't
agree with it," said Goetzinger.
The national contest produced
finalists from Western Michigan
University, Pennsylvania State
University, Ball State University,
North Idaho College and Auburn
University at Montgomery, Ala.
The contest winner will be
announced Nov. 2 at the ACP
convention in Chicago.
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College students transferring in record numbers
by John Schroeder

Students attending Minnesota
post-secondary institutions are
transferring between schools in
record numbers and the
Minnesota Higher Education
Coordinating Board is
undertaking two studies to
examine transfer polices and
program requirements.
The number of undergraduate
students transferring to
Minnesota post-secondary
institutions increased by 6,920, or
33.8 percent, between 1978-79
and 1981-82, according to a report
prepared by the staff of the HECB.
There were 27,397 transfer
students in 1981-82 compared to
20,477 four years earlier. Of the
transfers, 19,429 came from
Minnesota institutions and 7,968
came from out-of-state schools.
Although the growth in
transfers was close to 34 percent
over the four-year period, the
increase slowed to 3 percent
between 1980-81 and 1981-82.
Philip Lewenstein of the HECB
speculated on two possible
causes for the slowed increase:
"The growth in enrollment
slowed to about 1 to 2 percent
during that time, also the
enrollment before that time gre ,P
dramatically — it mT nave
actually peaked ofi. As
transfer
activity
has
increased, some students have
encountered problems.
In one particular case, a
student transferring from a
community college to a four-year
school found that the
requirements for her major
changed; she didn't know, she
wasn't notified, Lewenstein
said.

Lee Loerch, WSU assistant
director of admissions, sees a
couple of problems with
transferring to Winona State.
"The most common problem I
see is missing pre-registration in
the spring for the coming fall
quarter, this creates class
selection problems," Leorch
said.
"Housing can be a problem,"
Loerch added. "In order to secure
housing for next year the
application would have to be in
this month. Transfer people don't
think that way, they don't think
that far ahead."
The
1983
Minnesota
Legislature has mandated two
studies to be conducted by the
HECB.
One study is to examine
transfer policies and recommend
ways to ease the students'
transfer between institutions.
Lewenstein said the study should
be completed and the results
presented to the board by
January 1984.
The second study will focus on
the clarity and consistency of
program requirements and make
recommendations to ensure that
transfer students are provided
with accurate and timely
information about those
requirements.
Lewenstein said the second
study will basically focus on
institutional cataloges and will
tentatively be completed next
spring.
Lewenstein said he isn't sure if
the increasing transfer activity
will continue.
"There's always a lot of
transferring, but it's hard to say if
it (increasing transfers) will

continue," said Lewenstein. "As
the price of college goes up,
many more students might go
their first two years at a
community college with the idea
of transferring."
"We live in a fast-paced
changable society," Lewenstein
said. "Some factors could lead
them (students) to increased
transfer activity."
Although WSU doesn't have
official enrollment statistics for
this quarter, it appears that
transfers are down.
Dennis
Martin,
associate
registrar and assistant director of
institutional research, said that
from the report he has seen, 305
students transferred to WSU this
quarter compared to 323 this time
last year.
According to the HECB data,
vocational students made up 24
percent of all undergraduate
transfers among Minnesota
institutions in 1981-82. Transfers
at the freshmen level accounted
for 30 percent; sophomores, 25
percent; juniors, 14 percent; and
seniors, 5 percent.
Some action will be taken by
the HECB to help keep pace with
rising transfer activity.
"We
want
people
to
understand the transfer
process," Lewenstein said. "The
policies must be clearly stated,
for example, how the A.A. degree
fulfills the general education
requirements at a four-year
institution."
"Another thing we need to look
at," Lewenstein said, "is if
transfer policies and
requirements are standardized, or
should they be? We want to Tnake
the process work ''more

smoothly."
Loerch said he feels that
Winona State is doing some
things to help accommodate the
incoming transfer student.
"We have a transfer orientation
that we really push," Loerch said.
"We're probably doing more
evaluations than any other
schools, at no charge."
WSU also visits the community
colleges in the area about three
times per year, Loerch said.
Loerch said that students

transfer to WSU for basically the
same reasons they transfer
away: "They transfer generally
because of the programs that are
offered."
"Students transfer for a variety
of reasons including a desire to
pursue a program of study not
available where they are, or
because of personal reasons
such as finances, marriage, or
changing objectives," said HECB
Executive Director Cylde Ingle.

"SPECIAL OF THE
WEEK"

Open Daily
4:00 p.m.

GONDOLA
& Fries
$ 2 75

Special Good Dining Room Only

4-8:00 p.m. daily
FREE DELIVERY on Campus

529 Huff

452-1234

Expires 11.9-83

Prentiss-Lucas office
Hardts, All Snyders

Come out to FACE THE MUSIC
on Saturday Nov. 5 and meet
THE SUBURBS live in the
store from 5:00 to 6:00 p.m.
Take advantage of the
special $5.99 price on the Suburbs
new album "Love is the Law"

In The New Winona Mall
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Second Look
by Greg Abbott

Too loud, too cold
too dark to study
Finals are only 16 days away and most students are beginning to
really hit the books hard, further aggravating a chronic problem —
lack of adequate study space on campus.
The university provides students with several places to study,
mainly the library, the Smog and Baldwin Lounge. Each place has
its faults, faults which, unfortunately, inhibit studying.
The library is probably the most logical and most accomodating
study spot, but then that's not saying much. To begin with, the
library is often loud, too loud. It's okay to study there during the
day, but by 6:30 or 7 in the evening there's too much distracting
noise.
It's really not the university's fault. It's the students' fault, it
seems as though the library has become quite a spot for socializing
in the evening hours. And the steady din of chatter makes it nearly
impossible to concentrate for those who really go to the library to
study.
The noxious noise hits a peak at approximately 9:20 p.m.
when most of the library closes. Students, most of whom need the
resource books on the upper two floors, are forced to cease their
studying and move to the first floor. The first floor, of course, is
already heavily populated and is unable to handle the sudden, large
influx of students.
By 10 p.m. the place begins to quiet down, as most students have
either found seating or have left in disgust. That gives students a
full hour to study before the library closes at 11 p.m.
So, though the library creates some problems, namely limited
service and access to resource materials, the students are
generally responsible for the noise problem.
If students want to do more conversing than studying maybe
they should try the Smog. Afterall, its already noisy there, and with
the steady flow of students on break from night classes, no one
really seems to mind.
If a student finds it too loud in the library and too loud in the
Smog, there's always Baldwin Lounge. Students who study there
are extremely quiet; the only real detectable noise is the chattering
of teeth. The place is extremely cold and poorly lit.

IlT1•31,

Why does a columnist always have to cut everything down? Why can't someone write something
positive about the university? — comment from a
disgusted column reader.
That's a good point. I have to say that I am really
at fault on this one. Six out of my last seven
columns have cut down some aspect of the
university or student life, so this week a change is
needed.
From now on I'm going to try to include positive
comments and columns about this university
because it actually deserves it.
WSU Faculty
I personally would like to thank all the faculty
for not striking this quarter so I can keep my low
class grades and shrink my cumulative GPA and...
oops! I better go on to something else.
Campus Lawyer
For all you students who get yourself in a mess,
you now have a lawyer to help you save your
behind! (Somehow that didn't come out right.)
The new, improved Purple Penguin
The purple penguin didn't fly the coop. It just
got out of the hospital after going under the knife
for crotch repair. All that jumping around during
the game was just too much for ole Pengy, but
thanks to double stitching, he'll be back.
I think I know why columnists never write about
the positive aspects of a university. If I were to
write about just positive things and ignore the
problems, people would say, "Oh, we have open
gym now. That's good." And that would be the end
of it.
I want people who read this column to think
about it and have them search for their own
answers. I want people to say, "Hey, did you know
parents weekend was only for people in sports,
not the entire university?" (see next page) or have
people wonder, "Wow, I didn't know so many
people went home when our football team was
fighting for a playoff spot? Maybe I should have
stayed."

Another reason that most columnists don't
write nice positive little articles is that it's too
easy. Oh, it's so much easier for me to say, "My!
What a wonderful sculpture Mr. Sternal made for
us," or "Food service is doing a great job," and
have everyone happy with me and avoid causing
any waves.
But do you want complacency? Or do you want
this university to continue to improve? Are you
completely satisfied with everything about this
college? I think there's always room for
improvement.
- I write this column in the hope of improving the
university by making people aware of what can be
done. Truthfully, I think this university has greatly
improved under President Stark and has even been
helped along by the football team.
All of the retrenchment problems and bad
feelings between the administration and faculty
are being healed. This is definitely a new, better
start for the university. I know it. I hope you know
it.

The football team made our students proud of
our sports program. People respect the Warriors
now and don't go home every weekend when they
know the team is playing.
The team has brought respect to the
community. They've given their all to help build the
respect and spirit of this college and I think it
started a chain reaction of enthusiasm among
the students.
But I realize that it can always be improved. That
is why I focus on the negative aspects of the
university in the hopes that they will be noticed
and improved.
And each one of you can improve this university.
Get involved with the Student Senate. Brad Arndt
would be glad to see you helping on a committee.
Talk to President Stark about any ideas you might
have for improving the college. He'll be glad to
listen. This can be your way to help improve the
college. This column is my way to improve it.
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Of the three study spots, Baldwin Lounge is by far the quietest
and most conducive to concentration and studying. The students
who prefer to study there have adjusted to the climate — they wear
warmer clothes or bring blankets.
But students shouldn't have to put up with noise or limited hours
or the cold or lack of lighting. Sure, more places to study will be
provided during finals week, but what about before and after finals
week. The university and students should spend less time talking
and more time looking into ways to provide more and better study
space.
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Spotlight
Do you think that the Grenada
invasion is justified?

Mary Hubat, Hudson, Wis.
Recreation
"I really don't know enough about
it to say if it is justified or not."

Art Tulius, custodian
Somsen Hall
"Yes, they had to go to work to
protect our American citizens
over there."

Todd Brown, Winona
Business Administration
"It's in our economic interests to
protect the Caribbean seaways
for future generations, thus I feel
the action is justified."

Ray Brooks, Professor Mass
Communications/Photography
"I don't think that the United
States was justified in invading a
country that was not threatening
us. However, it appears to be a
shrewd political move by Reagan
considering what has happend in
Lebanon in recent weeks."

Military has to train to kill
To the Editor:
The letter in the Oct. 19
Winonan regarding ROTC raised
many good points as well as
some contradictions and points I
take issue with. I do not object to
the existence of our military or to
training willing men or women to
be soldiers (or marines, sailors,
paratroopers, etc.). I agree that
non-violent responses to violent
aggression would usually be
ineffective defense.
My objection to the Oct. 19 letter
lies first in the depiction of the
military as a sort of upper
echelon of the Eagle Scouts. The
assertion was made that the
students in ROTC are not taught
to kill or plan war. I assert that
any military training program that
does not teach it's students the
use and maintenance of weapons
(that kill) and combat strategy
and survival skills, isn't doing it's
job. "Leading others who would
defend our country and it's
citizens against the invasion of
an enemy," would almost
certainly involve killing and
capturing the would-be invaders;
so spare us the "defense and
deterrent" euphemisms and call
a spade a spade. The defense and
deterrents necessary to repell
invaders would involve more than
flashing our bayonets and
snarling.
And when, since the 19th

century, has our military had to
defend our shores against the
invaders?. With the exception of
Pearl Harbor, our shores haven't
been invaded in over one hundred
years. The majority of U.S. militia
killed in action, have died and
continue to die on foreign soil. (It
should be noted that I am not
questioning the situations of,
reasons for, or moral debates
concerning the loss of these
lives!).
As for the military's prime role
of peacekeepers, we have only to
open our newspapers to see what
"peacekeeping" involves these
days — most notably in the
Middle East and the Caribbean. In
both places there seems to be
less peace since our arrival there
and less peace here at home with
hundreds of anguished and griefstricken families of dead and
endangered marines.
Very insensitive was the quote
from Gen. MacArthur, "(soldiers)
must bear the deepest wounds
and scars of war." Although there
can be no questions that soliders
bear an enormous burden of grief,
suffering and loss, there is no
more profound than the grief,
suffering and loss of the women
and children who seem inevitably
caught up in the horrors of war.
Women and children have always
been the prime victims of war —
often murdered and brutalized by

both battling factions and usually
without defense, they are also
without choice or escape from
the violence and tragedy
shattering their lives. For men, in
this country at least, involvement
in war is based on decision and
choice. There is no decision or
choice for the orphans in the
streets of Beirut and in the cities
and countrysides of Central
America.
Finally,
I
object
to
the
implication that funding the
Military Science program can be
for
an
considered
funding
organization for peaceful
alternatives on campus. I do not
oppose ROTC or Military Science
programs on campus; I do
oppose labeling them peace
groups. I also notice that none of
the organizations introduced in
Professor Foegen's letter were
located on campus, or even in
town. I think Pat Giguere has a
valid complaint regarding the
absence of a program offering
peaceful alternatives studies
here. With so many American
lives being lost and so much
bloodshed and tragedy in so
many countries, conscious focus
on peaceful alternatives now is
more important than ever.
Judi Nelson-Hall

Reagan's action illegitimate
To the Editor:
On behalf of the WSU DFL, I
would like to express our
disapproval of Reagans planned
invasion of Grenada.
Although
Reagan
did
accomplish bringing the medical
students home, there is the
question of whether or not the
students were actually in danger.
The chancellor of St. George's
Medical School in Grenada,
Charles Modica, said, "The
invasion was very unnecessary."
And
Grenada's
new
government had repeatedly
pledged the safety of the
students.
Therefore, it is our belief that

the danger of the American
students in Grenada was not a
legitimate reason for the
invasion.
In addition to the question of
danger, we must also look at the
results of Reagans invasion.
It has brought the United
States condemnation from nearly
all countries in the world. Even
our closest allies, including Great
condemned
have
Britain,
in
military action
Reagan's
Grenada.
And Reagan's planned invasion
of Grenada was a violation of
international law. No state can
violate the sovereignty of another
state. The United States has

violated the sovereignty of
Grenada by the invasion.
After all of Reagan's military
actions in the rest of the world,
we come to the question of when
will it end?
soldiers
WillAmerican
continue to pass away on foreign
territory?
Will British students continue
to burn American flags?
Reagan continue to
Will
worsen America's image to the
rest of the world, just to protect
what Reagan assumes are our
vital interests?

To the Editor:
After reading Greg Abbott's
Second Look column entitled,
"Was it Really Parents'
Weekend?", we felt compelled to
respond. Mr. Abbott was
apparently a little presumptious
in thinking that the Parents'
Weekend planned for the long
weekend of Oct. 20-23 was an alluniversity event. It was not.
It was a parents day program
sponsored by the women's
volleyball team honoring the
players and parents of the
athletic team. It was similar to the
football parents day program
honoring the players and patents
of the football team held earlier
this fall. Neither of these
programs sought out parents of

the general student body; neither
of these programs solicited help
(financial or otherwise) from the
Parents Day Committee. They
were originated and managed
through the Athletic department
for the sole purpose of honoring
athletes and their
accomplishments.
An all-university parents day
program does exist though, and
the first ever event attracted
approximately 400 parents to the
program last April 22-24. If you
recall many parents and students
attended free movies sponsored
by Up & Company, many attended
a reception hosted by Acting
President Helen Popovich and
the academic deans, many
entered the Mother and Father of

the Year contests, many attended
open house's in the residence
halls, many attended the SCAC
sponsored "Beaver is Back
Show," and many attended the
"Afternoon of Jazz" concert.
Yes we did have a bona fide
Parents' Weekend last year, and
yes we will have another one this
spring. We expect it will be
another successful all-university
event. Perhaps it will be
newsworthy enough to get
coverage from Greg Abbott in his
column; perhaps it will be even be
noteworthy enough for him to
volunteer for the committee.
Chuck Bentley
Paula Scheevel
Co-advisers Parents Weekend '83-84

Marty McDonald

Spikers weekend only

Trisha Ferguson, Winona
undeclared
"I don't think it was a great idea.
We've got our own country to
take care of first."

Shanaa Nozeeh, Lebanon
Computer Science
"The U.S. government has no
business to do in Grenada or
anywhere else in the world."
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WSU Shelving
incorporated...
Cutting, grinding, welding, drillling, inspection: the production
lines are rolling along at Winona State.
Introduction to Manufacturing is simulating the real world of
industry by creating their own corporation and producing a product:
decorative wrought iron and solid oak wall shelves.
Kim Ruyle, the instructor, said that he feels that the experience is
highly beneficial. "Everyone in the class buys shares of stock in the
corporation. We're running this corporation just like we would be
manufacturing for profit," he said.
Each student buys shares at $5 each. This entitles students to
keep one finished shelf for each share purchased. The money will
go into a reimbursement fund to help pay for materials.
"We've elected officers for the corporation; we've studied the
organization of a business, and have done market surveys to see
just what products will sell," Ruyle said.
The situation appears very realistic. The corporation has invested
in research and development, inventory control and will soon be
implementing time and motion studies to check for efficiency in
each step of the production process.
"This is an actual production situation," Ruyle said. "There is no
custom making involved here. Everybody has one or two specific
jobs to do. If someone makes a mistake or has a problem at their
station, then the whole production line is backed up. Every step is
planned and critical."
Although the product isn't for public sale, the company is acting
like it is. "When our actual production run is over, we will analyze to
see how much we would have to sell the shelves for in order to
make a profit," said Ruyle. "We'll have to consider what it would
cost to buy and maintain these machines and pay rent, like a real
company would."
All eight students in the class must be deeply involved in the
production process. With such low manpower working on 20
operations at once, there appears to be no time for standing
around.
"I want to have as much student control as possible," said Ruyle.
"When you get into industry, unless you want to stay on the
assembly line, you have to be a go-getter."
Ruyle himself is unique as a WSU instructor. He just graduated
from WSU in the 1983 second summer session and is now on the
industrial education staff.
"I went from being a student to a teacher in just two weeks," he
said. "I really enjoy industrial education; it's one of the few fields
that challenges the brain as well as the hands."

Working on a hydraulic sheer machine, Anita Cotton, sophomore, cuts the steel for the metal bracket
portion of the project.

At the same time the metal is being shaped into proper form, Bob Warner, senior, is in the wood
working room sawing the wood into the proper size.
After the metal is cut, holes are drilled
into it.
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Instructor, Kim Ruyle welds the joints of the bent metal, while the metal is held in the proper position by a
student made welding fixture.

After having some problems with routing the wood, Anita Cotton gets some helpful advice from
production foreman Kevin Lowe, and Bob Warner.

Tom Brandt, freshman, paints the metal brackets after they are welded
and carefully inspected.

Text by John Schroeder
/.44,4,44.y

Photos by Douglas E. Smyth
Class members (front row): Anita Cotton, Kevin Lowe, Bob Richard. (Back row): Tom
Brandt, Mike Jaszewski, Jeff Cook, Randy Galewski, and instructor Kim Ruyle, proudly
show the finished product — a colonial wall shelf.
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MASCULINE FEMININE
MasclIne-Feminine examines the
ferment of the 1960s, exploring the
reactions of youth to violence,
political protest, suicide, birth
control and many other problems
that plagued the era of Vietnam.

Wed. 7-9:10, thurs. 7-9:10, Fri. 7:00
0"--\*

Roy Scheider
Jessica Lange
Fri. 9:10
Sat.
7:00 & 9:25
Sun.
6:30 & 8:55

FREE POPCORN WITH THIS AD

Basenspilar: Soviet rights a mockery
by Deb Dennis
Larry Basenspiler, a math
professor and a former Russian
citizen, told a Winona State
faculty audience last week that
human rights were basically a
mockery in the Soviet Union.
According to Basenspiler, the
U.S. press has a bias when
discussing the Soviet Union.
Said Basenspiler, "They color the
situation in pink colors rather
than in red." In other words he
said the situation in Russia
is much worse than the depiction
we are given in the U.S.
He said the reason for this
discoloring of the situation, is
partially due to a "liberal fad" in
the U.S. and partially because a
low percentage of U.S. foreign
41111■111I
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Winona, MN 55987
507-454-3374 or 507-454-2277

Richard Drury — Proprietor
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Silver Dollars. Paying highly competitive prices for
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Open 10-5 Mon. thru Sat.

SEMCAC FAMILY PLANNING
A confidential, non-judgemental clinic for family
planning and sexually transmitted diseases. For
appointment phone 452-4307 weekdays 8:30 to
5:00.

64 1/2 W. 5th

452-4307

HELP WANTED
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Michael A. Benck
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reporters actually speak the
Russian language. This means
they can be easily given false or
slightly "better" information from
propaganda organizations or
other pro-Russian people.
The actual human rights in
Russia, said Basenspiler, come
from over 65 years of re-writing
their present constitution. He
said, "Each one gives more and
more rights to the citizens."
The constitution divides rights
into two categories: simple rights
and sacred rights.
Simple rights consist of rights
such as the rights of dwelling,
medication, free education,
rights to leave the country and
other such basic rights.
He said, though, that these are
basically a "mockery." For
example, the right to leave the
country is "discouraged" by the
800,000 border patrols that guard
from inside the country rather
than outside.
Basenspiler said it would be
almost impossible to penetrate

Pep Band
Continued from Page 1
music faculty members, have
reluctance
expressed
periodically about the
appropriateness of using the
symphonic wind ensemble as a
pep band. They feel the
ensemble's focus should be
serious concert music.
In an interview last week,
Mendyk said, "My music
students aren't recruited for
athletic events."
The football team and coach
feel the band is important at the
games and especially at the
Metrodome game.
"The games are empty without
the band," said Myron Smith,
head coach. "They add to the
whole prestige of the university
and I'd love to see them at the
dome. The alumni will be there
and anything we can do to
promote Winona State should be
done."
public
university's
The
relations staff sent invitations to
alumni throughout the region to
attend the Metrodome game —
before the Music department
controversy boiled up.
John Paulus, senior defensive
lineman, said the band is a
positive force for the team and
the crowd. "It's not just the team
Mendyk's not supporting if he
doesn't go, but it's the school
he's not supporting," he said.

into the country due to the
amount of papers it would take to
get by the guards. The passports
contain much more than just date
of birth and place of birth like
they do in the U.S., he said.
He explained the only possible
expiaination for this number of
guards would be to keep people
within the country.
The other category of rights are
the sacred rights. Basenspiler
enjoyed the irony involved in
explaining these rights to his
audience.
Some examples he gave for
sacred rights were such things as
the right to serve in the armed
forces. If this sacred right wasn't
obliged by a citizen would have
"the sacred right of spending
three to seven years in prision
instead."
Another sacred right is the
right to be employed.
Communists pride themselves on
the fact that there's full
employment. If a person is
unemployed for more than two

months, he has the sacred right
of going to prision because, as
Basenspiler explained, he who
"doesn't work, doesn't eat."
Rather the person becomes a
"parasite" living off the fellow
Russians.
Basenspiler came to the United
States about six months ago. He
left Russia with his son because
he was "branded a Jew" for the
duration of his life and knew he
would be unable to break out of
this classification.
He said he wouldn't mind being
branded a Jew if he were a
practicing Jew. The unfortunate
part was he never had practiced a
Jewish religion, yet he still had
the handicap of this nationality
on his passport limiting him in
many ways.
He currently is teaching math
and computer-science at Winona
State. He spoke to Winona State
faculty and guests as part of the
Faculty Colloquium series.

Reggie
Johnson,
senior
running back, feels the band is
important to boost players'
attitudes. "We're playing at the
top level and we need that
positive representation."
Scott Opfer a senior cocaptain, said, "I was
disappointed the band was not at
the last game and is not planning
to attend the Metrodome game.
It's . a big event for the whole
university, and the pep band is
like another set of cheerleaders."
The band didn't play for the
Oct. 22 home game against
Moorhead State because, said
Mendyk, the game fell on a threeday break in the university
schedule for the MEA
convention.
Jerry
Nauman,
athletic
director, doesn't understand the
controversy about the band,
especially Mendyk's concern that
there is not enough time for the
symphonic wind ensemble to do
double duty as a concert and as a
pep band. Nauman pointed out
that his athletes give three hours
a day to practice.
Nauman also emphasized that
the philosophy behind the pep
band's support is not only for
athletics, but for the whole
university.
Richmond McCluer, music
chair, doesn't miminize the intradepartment friction.
obvious
' "There
are

differences in our department
about the pep band. The staff are
either in favor of the pep band or
neutral. Music faculty are
specialists and sometimes they
don't tend to care one way or the
other about these things," said
McCluer.
"I don't understand Mendyk's
lack of enthusiasm. We used to
play in the homecoming parade
but I don't know what happened
to that."
McCluer is unhappy about the
tension. "When students get
caught in between, it's
intolerable and something has to
be done," he said.
While McCluer said he would
like very much to see the band go
to the Metrodome with the team,
he said he is hesitant to apply
undue pressure because final
exams fall on the weekend of the
game.
Dr. Jonathan Lawson, dean of
liberal arts, said he would like to
see the band at the dome game,
but he echoed McCluer's feelings
about the awkwardness of the
timing during finals.
Dr. Thomas Stark, university
president, said he is very positive
about the pep band's involvement
in supporting athletics.
"The band is an enthusiastics
support and wherever music
seems appropriate, it is needed,"
Stark said.

C4441DIA %I
Stillwater Inmates
A group of Stillwater Prison
inmates will give presentations
tomorrow from 1:30 to 3 p.m. in
PAC 154.
The inmates will be offering
personal views on prision life and
criminal backgrounds with a
question-answer session
following. All
interested
students, faculty, and general
public are invited.

Fee Payments
Students should pick up fee
statements and pay fees in the
Cinema Room, Kryzsko

Commons, Nov. 8-9 from 9 a.m. to
3:30 p.m.
Students receiving financial
aid who did not pay tuition must
confirm their classes by signing
the appropriate financial aid
forms.

Wednesdays for Women
John Defrancisco, an art
therapist, will give a lecture at the
YWCA, 223 Center, Winona from
noon to 1 p.m.
No membership or fee is
required. Men, as well as women,
are cordially invited.

Senate Opening
Applications are available for
students interested in an open
Student Senate position. The
candidates will have the
opportunity to address the
Senate today.
A vote will follow immediately
after all applicants have had the
opportunity to speak.

Employment Interviews
Senior business majors who
want employment interviews with
ARA Services on Nov. 9, must
sign up in the placement office.
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Fraternity brings back touch of Animal House
by Jim Riccioli

The Mississippi Queen may
have had its "Touch of Class," but
the Showhouse Saloon, in
conjunction with Winona State's
fraternity Sigma Tau Gamma,
brought in a touch of their own
last Thursday night — a touch of
Animal House, togas et al.
Over 300 tickets were sold at
the door in addition to the
estimated 50-60 advance sales on
the Winona State campus,
according to Bill McKinley, one of
the judges for the best women's
toga contest. Looking around the
Showhouse dance floor and bar
area, he estimated that nearly 100
students had arrived garbed as
the ancient toga-bearing Romans
— or more recently, much like the
delinquent frat brothers
characterized in the box office
smash Animal House.
Participants were judged in
men's and women's categories
for best togas, with McKinley and
Gregg Felber selecting the top
five women finalists and Judi
Fingerman and Kerri Kopka
selecting the male finalists.
The result: togas, togas, togas
all over the floor, dancing to
the music of '80's rock and Lex
Luther instead of Roman
trumpets or '60's rock n' roll.
According to fraternity
President Brad Angelback, the
party was arranged to publicize
frat activities and as a fundraiser
for Sigma Tau Gamma.
"We really didn't expect to
make much money," Angelback
said.- "We really just used the
idea as a tool for publicity. I think
it went very well and we fulfilled
our purpose."
Angelback said that the idea of
a toga party was originally
planned as a fraternity rush party

Sophomores Genet Mctootle and Connie Hanson do some high kick dancing to the band Lex Luther at
the Sigma Tau Gamma-Showhouse Saloon toga party Thursday night. (photo by Douglas E. Smyth)

until Myron Lund, Showhouse
Saloon owner and a Sigma Tau
Gamma alumnus, offered his
nightclub as the party place.
For 50 cents, students would
each get a free beer ticket and be
eligible for a drawing of door
prizes donated by various
businesses, and those who

arrived in-toga were eligible to
win additional prizes.
Finalists received a painters
cap with the Miller High Life
insignia on it (donated by Winona
Distributor) and a Toga Party tshirt with the fraternity's name on
the back, screened and printed by
the Out-Dor Store.

"We used the door prizes as an
incentive for the students to pay
50 cents and join in on the party,"
Angelback said. "I'd estimate we
made less than $200, maybe less
than $150. What we really wanted
to see was more people involved
with fraternities."
So why a toga party?

"Fraternities have always been
in correlation with togas," he
said. "Animal House is an
example."
Myron Lund said he offered the
Showhouse to Sigma Tau Gamma
as a favor to them and for the
benefit of his establishment.
"It was a money-maker for
them and we (Showhouse
management) are always looking
for new things to do so we asked
ourselves, 'Why not try a toga
party,' " he said.
From there, the students took
over in making the party original,
dressing in togas decorated with
wide multi-colored bow ties, neck
ties and other gadgets. Togawearers sported swim goggles,
Rocky the Squirrel hats and punk
rock glasses, with satin sheets,
simple pastel-colored bed sheets
or sleeping bags serving as togas
for most students.
"KC" Kelly, a WSU student,
won in the men's competition,
aided perhaps by a large group of
friends who chanted "KC, KC,
KC," making him the clear crowd
favorite. Crowd applause decided
who would win the best toga
award, which included gift
certificates from various
businesses.
The women's toga award was
given to Lori White, an out-oftown student living in Chicago,
who had just come up to visit
some friends.
"I'm really surprised I won,"
she said. "I'd just got off the train
and threw this on and I find out
that I won."
The event, an inaugural one
which Angelback and Lund rated
as successful, may be repeated
next year, or the frat and the
Showhouse may opt for another
type of "touch" to promote frats,
according to toga planners.

Costumed collegians party downtown,all around
by Julie M. Esser

As more and more college
students take to the streets in
costumes, it seems that
Halloween is not just for children
anymore.
The meaning of Halloween has
taken on a different perspective
on countless college campuses.
Cliff Vierus, owner of the
Mississippi Queen, said he feels
Halloween is a "good night for
college students to dress up and
have a good time."
According to Vierus, the
business he generates on
Halloween is generally as good
as any Friday or Saturday night.
"In the past, Halloween has
always been as big as New Year's
Eve," he said.
Vierus remembers the days
when anywhere from "800 to 1200
students would circulate through
the MQ on their way back from
house parties or before they
ventured to 'after bars' parties."
This year, however, Vierus said
he feels the economy is different
and college students just don't
seem to have as much money as
they once did, but still a turnout

of 600 to 700 was expected.
Saying he doesn't believe
students behave more
destructively in costume, Vierus
sponsored a costume contest
to encourage students to wear
them.
Prizes of $100, $75 and $50
were awarded to the three
persons wearing the best
costumes, he said.
Showhouse Saloon manager
Linda Lattanzio said their college
bar also sponsored a costume
contest in which prizes of $100,
$50 and $25 will be given to the
three top contestants.
"Students tend to get a little
more wild in costume because it
gives them a reason to be crazy,"
said Lattanzio, "but that's what
Halloween is all about." She had
planned on dressing in costume
as well.
Though Halloween fell on a
Monday this year, Lattanzio still
expected business to be up as
compared to other Monday
nights. "It will definitely be a
good Monday night," she said. "I
think it will be one of our bigger
nights."

Continued on Page 12

Jeff Tehler, Jon Strock, Jolynn Dickle, Kadee Loesch, and Monica Jirovec were in the mood for some
Witches Brew on Monday in the west cafeteria. (photo by Steve Apps)
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Our Hearts attendance
starts slow, picks up
by Kim Dierich
Attendance figures for "Our
Hearts Were Young and Gay"
were "probably the lowest
they've been," said Vivian Fusillo,
director of this year's "new
people". play.
The cast was made up of
freshmen and transfer students
— students who haven't been in a
major role. Fusillo said that this
lack of experience didn't cause
any problems.
"You wouldn't know about
their inexperience from the show.
It was really smooth," she said,
stating that the cast put much
work into rehearsal and was
ready for anything by opening
night.
Tuesday and Wednesday
nights had roughly 100-125
people attending the play, while
Thursday night increased to
about 200. For closing night,
around 300 reservations were

made.
"It's always that way," says
Fusillo, "it doesn't matter what
day of the week you open. They
always start slow."
The increase in attendance on
Thursday night was a surprise to
Fusillo.
"Thursday night is usually the
drinking night," she said. "But if I
could grade audiences, I would
have given them an A-plus."
Getting large audiences
sometimes is a problem, she
said. The publicity was there —
they had a float in the homecoming parade and a hanging
marquee in the student union,
there were 600 flyers sent to the
dorms and to the faculty and 100
posters were put up. But Fusillo
said that people don't seem to
come until they hear about it
"word of mouth."
"It's a pity that students don't
take part. At no other time in their
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by Dean Eichaker
The Winona State Music
department has a lot more to
offer than classes, to both the
students and the university,
according to its chair Dr. Lee
Mendyk, department professor.
The department gives all
students the opportunity to enter
either the school's symphonic
band or jazz band, by holding
open auditions early in the fall.
"Over 75 percent of the
students involved in band now
are not music majors," Mendyk
said.
The only commonalities found
among all the band members is
their willingness to devote their
time and talent and to represent
the university both at home and
on the road.
"When we go on the road we
always treat it as a public

perform the first of their nine
concerts on Nov. 17.
Though the bands seem to be
doing well, they are not with out
their share of problems,
according to Mendyk.
Like any other department at
WSU, the Music department has a
backlog of purchase requests
and time and instrumental
coordination problems.
"A lot of the band members are
finding it harder to meet the high
cost of education. This is driving
them away from the band in order
to find jobs to supplement their
income," Mendyk said.
"Instrumental coordination is a
yearly problem with the band.
"This year we had a lot of people
trying out for flute. Unfortunatley
we had to turn many of them
away. But we always do our best
to work around this problem."
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Freshman Lori Hooper adds some finishing touches to her make-up before last week's Wednesday
performance of Our Hearts Were Young and Gay. (photo by Mark Hoffman)
For Fusillo, this play was
life will they see a quality
also a difficulty.
difficult to direct, she said.
production for $1 just across the
"When I found out that I was
"Almost every character plays
street. It's the best investment to
doing the "new people' play this
their own age and that makes it
their whole thinking and being.
year, I knew I wanted to do this
What's two hours out of •their hard," she said. "It was one of the
play. In my enthusiasm, I forgot
strengths of the play, but it was
some of the problems in it."
life?"

Mendyk: Music dept has
more than classes to offer
relations tool for WSU. We see it
as part of our job to recruit for the
school as well as the band," he
said.
The band's road tour, which
usually takes place over spring
break, won't be until June 1 next
year, when it will travel to the
World's Fair in New Orleans.
The 60-piece symphonic band,
which performs at two home
football games per year, will put
on the first public performance at
3 p.m. Nov. 6 at the field. The
performance is entitled "Golden
Oldies and a Good 01' Days sing
Along," and is geared for senior
citizens and students as well.
"Once again, the band will be
used as a P.R. tool for WSU. We
hope to see a lot of audience
participation at this
performance," Mendyk said.
The 18-piece jazz band will
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Center Aisle
by Daniel Munson

I find it extremely difficult to sit down here at my typewriter and
pluck out another whiz-bang column this week. It's not that I can't
find anything to write about — there's plenty going on. It's the fact
that I have certain limitations that I'm supposed to stick to that's
getting me down.
When I agreed to write this column I also agreed to keep it "arts
oriented" and, when at all possible, locally situated.
In general, I could tell you about some pretty great things, such
as the fact that A Chorus Line has recently become the longest
running musical on Broadway and The Fantasticks is still the
longest running off-Broadway musical with over 9,760
performances behind them. Cats and Dreamgirls also continue to
dazzle audiences with their flash and beautiful music.
In drama, Torch Song Trilogy reigns supreme, with shows such
as Extremities and 'Night, Mother gaining in popularity. Even stage
design has reached great heights (pun intended) with K2.
The quality of music, despite the obstacle called MTV, seems to
have progressed from a general interest in sound and volume to a
concerned attitude towards composition.
An interest in quality literature, rather than mass-market
fiction, has been renewed, locally anyway, by the recent writing
workshop which was organized by Emilio DeGrazia and Orval Lund,
professors in the English department.
This is all really great stuff, and it all deserves special attention,
but I simply can't ignore the fact that men are dying under the
control of our government.
You say you don't want to read about politics in an arts column?
What's wrong with you!? Don't you people realize that some of the
greatest works, in any of the arts areas, have been political
statements!
Politics and art are more closely related than you probably
wanted to believe. Remember that the arts, according to our school
catalog, is considered "Humanities," and we should then be
concerned with, according Webster, "mankind." It's this reason
that artists should be especially aware of the inane activities that
are occuring through devices of our government.
There have been more than 200 fatalities of American servicemen
in the last week, yet people are taking it relatively calmly. Why?
Maybe it's because "fatality" doesn't sound as permanent as
"dead," and "serviceman" doesn't sound as real as "human
being,"...and calling them American makes it all worthwhile.
I'm not anti-patriotism, but I am pro-humanities, and I am
concerned with "mankind," and the slaughter of human life in a
situation which could be avoided goes against everything the
"humanities" is concered with.
It's our duty, as artists, to know what's happening and to relay to
the audience our visions of the events.
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In WSU forensics this year

New members may help team place higher
by Kimm Anderson
Dakota State. He went on to the
The Winona State forensics
finals
at
the
Sugar
Loaf
team has a chance to place
Tournament in dramatic
higher this year than last, due in
interpretation.
part to the addition of eight new
Chris Nolan is a sophomore
team members, according to the
interested in philosophy. He does
team's coaches.
impromptu speeches on the
Cindy Carver,
director of team. Coach Carver said that he
forensics, expected that some
is given a quote and seven
new people would join the team
minutes to prepare his
this year, but when eight people presentation which encourages
did, it was a real surprise, she
him to respond to thought quickly
said.
in an oral manner.
Rose Tenseth, a freshman with
Kathy
Hawkinson
is
a
the squad and who placed
freshman who was involved at the
second in dramatic duo at the
high school level with oral
Sugar Loaf tournament that was
interpretation and dramatic
held in Winona Oct. 14, has an interpretation events, but hasn't
extensive background in high
entered competition yet because
school theatre and "has a great she is playing a lead part in one
deal of enthusiasm for what she of the theater's productions.
is doing," according to Carver.
Jolene Pistulka joins her
Karen Jacobs
is also a cousin Theresa on the team this
freshman with the group. She year. She, too, has a background
was involved with high school in high school forensics and got
forensics in oral interpretation into the finals in prose
and public speaking. Carver said interpretation during the Sugar
that she is very poised for Loaf tournament. She will be
someone just entering forenscis doing an arrangement in dramatic
at the college level.
duo with her cousin at the next
Kathy Nix is a freshman meet.
graduating from Winona Cotter
Paul Nordgren did well in a
with experience from its team. One recent meet held at Mankato
of the present team members State Oct. 21. He received first
coached Cotter's team, so he is place honors in some of the
somewhat acquainted with rounds, excluding the finals,
forensics at the college level. She Carver said. He is doing a variety
works with public speaking and of things, including drama, prose
persuasive speeches, but hasn't interpretation and a cutting from
attended a meet this year, Carver Alice in Wonderland.
said.
The WSU team came out of the
Jon Flegge, a senior, is 22-regional team meet at
president of Wenonah Players Mankato State University Oct. 21
and is becoming involved with in fourth place overall. The UWforensics this year to expand his Eau Claire team won the event.
horizons and better his
Susan Rickey, assistant
communication ability. He has director, said that the team
been in competition two or three probably would have done better
times this year with the team and if more of the team could have
placed in dramatic duo at North gone. Less than half attended,

Alm Society Preview

Red Desert explores
the emptiness of life
by Jeff Walker
Michelangelo Antonioni writes and directs movies about
alienated men and women submerged in the grey, stagnant
nothingness which we call life. His best known movie is Blow-Up, a
methaphysical exploration of a photographer's _failure to
communicate with morally barren people.
Red Desert, released two years prior to Blow-Up, is also much
ado about nothingness. Antonioni is obsessed with nothingness.
He is "Italy's cinematic Camus" (Life, March 5, 1965). Red Desert is
a "stunning, realistic portrait of nothingness." Its meaning is
simple: "Life is awful."
To exemplify this theme, Antonioni presents three characters
oppressed by their polluted environment. Monica Vitti portrays an
unhappy (but gorgeous, sexy) woman living in an industrialized
section of Italy. She is having a nervous breakdown. Her husband
spends his days working at a refinery and turning the country into
black sludge. Bored by her husband, and without a sense of
purpose in her life, Vitti's character takes a lover (Richard Harris).
They engage in a fruitless, meaningless search for orgasm. The
characters' lives are slag heaps of grey emptiness. Antonioni offers
no solutions.
Somewhat paradoxically, however, Red Desert is brilliantly alive
with color. Antonioni's bleak vision of contemporary life is painted
in colors ranging from "craven yellow and life-burning green to
violent, passionate crimson and the grey of total despair" (Time,
Feb. 19, 1965). He even had whole fields sprayed with pigment in
order to symbolize the emotions of characters.
Trudge on over to Pasteur 120 on Saturday for the 7:00 p.m.
showtime. Admission is close to "nothing": 50 cents with WSU I.D.
and $1 without.

which she said, "is a real problem
trying to coordinate enough of
the team to go sometimes,
because everyone seems to have
a conflicting schedule."
Carver said that she is pleased
with the talent she sees in
the new people, because many of
the experienced team members
will be graduating this year.
Carver said that there will be a

novice tournament in the Twin
Cities soon, and many of the new
people will get a chance to be
critiqued and given suggestions
for improvement.
"Our hope is to at least equal
our 10th place ranking in the
nation," she said.
The team finished 10th at the
finals tournament last spring out
of a total of 80 teams in Ogden,

Utah.
This spring, the finals will be
held in mid-April at both Kansas
State University and at Georgia
Southern University.
With the eight new members
participating with two-plus
quarters experience behind them,
the forensics coaches said the
team may be able to top its
ranking achieved at those finals
last year.

YOUR BSN IS WORTH AN
OFFICER'S COMMISSION
IN THE ARMY.
Your BSN means you're a professional. In the Army, it also
means you're an officer. You start as a full-fledged member of our
medical team. Write: Army Nurse Opportunities,
P.O. Box 7713, Burbank, CA 91510.

ARMY NURSE CORPS.
BE ALLYOU CAN BE.

AT THE BOOKSTORE
Fall Quarter
BOOK BUY BACK
Dates
Monday
November 21

Tuesday
November 22

Wednesday
November 23

Time
8 to 4

8 to 4

8 to Noon

Bring in all books you
no longer need —
Hardcover or Paperback.
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Bill Norton, maintenance, places a mortar base under Flameaux, the dolomite sculpture created by Art
department head Tom Sternal and junior Stephanie Fraase which was recently moved to its permanent
home near Minne Hall. (photo by Mark Hoffman)

Halloween
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Continued from Page 9

2U.
PITCHERS
1 Pitcher Only with each Pizza!

Got nothin' to do on Monday or Tuesday
nights? Then come to. Godfather's Pizza, order
one of my mouth-watering small, medium or
large pizzas and I'll throw in a pitcher of
beverage for just a quarter.

Julie Bemis, a senior majoring
in industrial education at Winona
State, said Halloween is a time to
"get together with friends and
celebrate by going downtown, to
house parties or trick-ortreating."
She said, "Basically you can go
out and do what you want without
anybody knowing who you are
because you're all dressed up."
This year, however, Bemis's
Halloween activities were
somewhat more restricted.
"New basketball training rules

Mankato
Owatonna — Albert Lea
Rochester — LaCrosse
Northfield — Winona

Busy schedule forces
Wenonah Players to
cancel make-up services

66 Center St. • Winona

by Denise Meller

Grulfather's Pizza

TM

454-4414

W
Va'sc°1
0

Great
Music

%
∎

HAPPY
HOUR

will put a halt to my usual
downtown activities," she said.
Bemis, a co-captain of the
1983-84 WSU women's
basketball team, said she felt she
had to set good examples for her
teammates to follow.
A freshman majoring
in
medical technology,
Monica
Jemming had planned to attend
a Halloween party at a friend's
house in St. Paul last weekend.
She said she's been working
very hard on designing a costume
that will make her look like
Morticia, a character from the
television series The Adams
Family.

i

SUN '1'

SHINe
BAR & CAFE

%.

3.5:30

P.M.
Mon-Friday

MONDAY

THURSDAY

Marguita Night
8-12 p.m.

Special Price On All The
Beer You Can Drink
8-12 p.m.

TUESDAY

SATURDAY
MORNING

Low Prices
on Pitchers
8-12 p.m.

WEDNESDAY
2 for 1
Bar Pour Only
8-12 p.m.

Bloody Mary Special
9-12 a.m.

SUNDAY
Low Prices on Pitchers
During Football Games

Just 2 Blocks East of the M.Q.

SUNSHINE
BAR & CAFE
79 E. 2nd

454-7772

Tight schedules prevented the
Wenonah players from offering
their make-up talents to the
students of Winona State
University Halloween last weekend.
"A lot of people were working
on shows," said Wenonah
Players president John Hegge. It's
hard to get people to de ,:'.icate
their time because of their busy
theater schedules."
Many members were involved
in the play Our Hearts Were
Young and Gay which closed
Friday, and are now working on
Night Must Fall, which will be
playing November 9-14.
'Everyone is overworked," said
Jacque Reidelberger, chairman of
the CTA department. "They are
involved in one act plays and
directing scenes, and are
frustrated because they can't (do
Halloween make-up)."
make-up
Halloween
The
services have been growing in
popularity since they were first
offered six years ago, he said.
Last year over 200 people invaded
the make-up studio in the
basement of the Performing
Arts Center to take advantage of
the experienced work.
About a dozen members would
apply make-up to 16 to 20 people
in one sitting, charging a $1 fee to
cover the cost of the make-up
used. The more involved the
make-up job became, the higher
the cost to the customer,

according to Hegge.
"One guy came in last year and
wanted full body make-up," said
Hegge. "He went from white to
black, going as Buckwheat."
Hegge said they generally used
theater pancake make-up and
greasepaint to begin their
creations. For more dramatic
effects, latex was built up to look
like scars. Hair, which is a little
more expensive, could be glued
on for beards and mustaches.
Although some customers
knew what look they wanted
before coming to the studio,
there were those who just
"wanted something done."
"Some people came in and
said 'Make me look real weird,'
because they had just been
invited to a costume party and
hadn't decided what they wanted
to be," said Hegge, explaining
that the workers would get
frustrated because it was hard to
know if the customer would be
satisfied when the job was
completed.
Although some members
signed up to have the service
again this year, there wasn't
enough to support.
People who were involved in
the service were sorry they
cannot offer it again this year,
according to Hegge.
"I feel disappointed," said
Hegge. "It was really the only
money-making function for the
Wenonah Players, besides
lighting or road shows.

"I like Halloween because I
find it challenging to come up
with a unique costume each year
and it's fun to be somebody else
for an evening," she said.
Jemming wasn't sure whether
or not she'd go downtown on
Halloween or attend a house
party but said she'd find some
way to celebrate the holiday.
Halloween is much more than
just an opportunity to dress up
and have a good time, according
to Antiji Jacobson, a nursing
major at WSU.
Jacobson, who professed to be
a pagean and a practionner of
witchcraft, considers Halloween
to be the celebration of the
"witches Thanksgiving of New
Year."
"It's a time for us to remember
the dead who have gone before
us and wish them well on their
journey to the summerland," said
Jacobson. "It's also a time of
thanksgiving for the bounty of the
harvest."
She said she had felt she
wasn't able to attend the
Halloween ritual with members of
her particular group in
Minneapolis this year.
"I'll probably make a small
circle of my own, light my
candles and hold a small ritual off
where I can be alone," she said.
Jacobson touched on the fact
that very few people really
understood what witchcraft is all
about.
She said her religion of Nature
is centered around the primary
female deity, The Earth Mother,
thus she chose to dress up as
Mother Nature this Halloween.
She went on to state three
simple "Universal Observations"
in which all life can be explained
and understood: Reincarnation,
the belief in immortality; retribution,
the concept that for every action
one takes, a similar one is
returned three-fold; and magic,
the process of causing things to
happen.
Besides participating in her
own ritual Halloween this year,
Jacobson planned to go trick-ortreating and downtown with a
bunch of her friends.
Safety is still a factor and
Vierus expressed his wishes that
everyone had a safe Halloween.
"I hope everyone had a good
time and no one got hurt," he
said. "I especially hope the
college students were able to
make it up for their Tuesday
morning classes."
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)Football
Saturday Nov. 5
at Loras College

Volleyball
Tuesday Nov. 1
Wednesday Nov. 2
UW-LaCrosse
Univ. of Northern Iowa
McCown Gym 7:00 p.m. McCown Gym 7:00 p.m.

Cross Country
Saturday Nov. 5
District 13 Meet
at Bemidji

WIC in 83': A matter of believing
by John Paul Schaller
Although the Winona State
football team still has three
games left and a chance to make
the NAIA Division I playoffs, it
has already been somewhat of a
surprise to many people.
Traditionally the Warriors have
been mediocre at best. This year
however, they are the Northern
Intercollegiate Conference
Champions with a 6-2 record and
are currently ranked 20th in the
NAIA Division I poll.

`It was just a matter
of coming together
and playing as
a team.
And we did.'
How do the Warriors feel about
their success this season?
"It is a great thing for the
program and the school. We still
have three games left and our
first and foremost goal now is to
make the playoffs," said senior
guard, Dave Lebakken.
To even be considered for the
playoffs the Warriors have to win
their next three ball games, which
will include beating Western
Illinois University, a school that
gives full scholarships.

It will not be an easy task for
the Warriors, but they have been
overcoming that factor all
season.
Was the NIC Championship a
realistic team goal at the
beginning of this season?
Dave Keller, junior safety, said,
"It was there in the back of my
mind, but I realized that it was a
big goal."
"I think we realized our
potential last year when we
played Moorhead," remembered
Lebakken.
Junior guard Keith Abraham
stated, "I knew the attitude was
strong and the talent was there. It
was just a matter of coming
together and playing as a team.
And we did."
"Last year we found out we
could play with anybody in the
conference. This year we found
out we could beat anybody in the
conference. We just learned how
to win," offered Mick Dickens,
linebacker coach and former
Warrior, on the turn around of this
year's Warriors.
Steve McManamon, junior
linebacker, realized the Warriors'
potential early in the season.
"The LaCrosse game set the tone
for the rest of the season. Good
senior leadership and strong play
by some underclassmen kept us
going through the season."
The "rest of the season," to
date, was almost all Warrior-

Offensive co-ordinator John Martin is swamped by Brett Erickson and the rest of the Warrior football
squad after their 27.7 romp over Northern State. (photo by Mark Hoffman)

victories, as they took care of
Hamline, Morris, Northern,
Bemidji, Duluth and Southwest in
order. The only dark spot was last
week's upset loss to conference
rival Moorhead.
The loss to Moorhead was a
hard one to swallow, but when
the Warriors learned that
Northern had upset Duluth it took
a little of the bite away.
"At the time, it felt like the
world had collapsed because we

lost to a team we should have
beaten, but when I found out
about Duluth's loss I was
ecstatic,"," said junior halfback
Mark Ballwanz, "It put the loss
right out of my mind."
Dickens reflected on the NIC
Championship. "It couldn't have
happened to a better group of
seniors. They started out on the
bottom and worked their way up."
"Winning away games was a
lot more fun this year. The bus

rides home were a lot shorter and
a lot more fun," joked Keller.
Many people believe that this
year may be .a once-in-a-lifetime
thing for the Warriors. Keller
doesn't think so.
"Winning this year will help us
recruit next year. We might get
some blue chippers right out of
high school."
On whether or not the Warriors
are a flash in the pan team, Keller
replied, "Wait. Just wait."

Spikers defeated by Duluth
by Forrest Davis

Brett Brumm hauls in a Steve Speer pass in spite of being flanked by
a Moorhead defender. (photo by Steve Apps)

The Winona State volleyball
team wound up its Northern Sun
Conference play with a loss to
the University of MinnesotaDuluth before entering the UM-D
Invitational Tournament Friday
and Saturday.
The Warriors lost in three
games to UM-D by 15-7, 15-1, and
16-14 scores.
Rhonda Goetz posted seven
ace hits and Sue Dehn tallied 13
assists to lead the Warriors.
WSU's record in Northern Sun
Conference play is 6-6, good for a
third place finish behind UM-D
and St. Cloud.
began
Warriors
The
tournament play on Friday with a
win over Northwest Missouri by
15-9, and 15-13 scores before
losing to Lake Superior State in
the second round 12-15, 1-15.
On Saturday, the Warriors

again met UM-D and the results
were similar to Thursday's
meeting. WSU lost 12-15, 7-15.
In the second round of the day
the Warriors met the University of
Alaska-Anchorage and suffered
another defeat by scores of 8-15,
15-8, and 8-15.
Sue Dehn contributed 12
assists and Kim Ryan had six ace
hits in the Anchorage match.
Coach LaVonne Fiereck said
her team was "pretty flat" in the
match against Anchorage.
"We were pretty good in the
tournament until the last match
against Anchorage," she said.
"They were young and we didn't
execute well."
Fiereck said the variety of
competition in the tournament
was excellent. "This is one of the
best tournaments in the
Midwest," she said. "We were
not the best team there but we
were not the worst either."

for
praise
had
Fiereck
freshman Kim Ryan who was
playing as a substitute in the
tournament as well as Sue Dehn,
who had a good weekend with
assists.
In spite of good individual
performances, Fiereck said they
were not enough to spark the
team.
"We lacked movement and as a
result we couldn't run our offense
defense with any
or
effectiveness," she said.
The Warriors play their last two
home matches against the
University of WisconsinLaCrosse and the University of
Northern Iowa this week before
playing in the NAIA District
Tournament at Southwest State
in Marshall on Nov. fourth and
fifth.
"If we play the kind of
volleyball we are capable of,"
Fiereck said, "we can win this
tournament."
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WAREHOUSE LIQUORS
"From Warehouse To Your House"

Best Keg Prices in Town!
*
*
*
*

41"
KEGS)
Miller, 12 pack cans
vb."
Schmidt, Schmidt Light, 12 pack cans
You Must Stop In and Compare Our Wine Prices
Budweiser 12 pack cans

452-1821

176 East Third Street, Winona

OPEN:
10 a.m.-11 p.m.
Everyday
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1215 Gilmore
Winona
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Whopper Jr. ® 5 French Fries
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Last week Winona State won the Northern Intercollegiate
Conference Championship. From the attitude of the Winona Daily
News you wouldn't think that the Warriors won anything at all.
According to the Daily News the Warriors took the "backroad" to
the conference championship. The reasoning behind this was that,
because the Warriors were beaten by Moorhead, they had to rely on
Northern to beat Duluth in order to assure them sole possession of
the NIC Championship.
This, my friends, is a bunch of bullshit. The Warriors won more
games in the NIC than any other team, therefore, they are the NIC
Champions. There is no "backroad" about it. If WSU had lost its
first conference game and won the next five, the Daily News would
not have mentioned anything about a "backroad." Or if Duluth had
lost the week before instead of losing to Northern, the Warriors
wouldn't have taken the "backroad."
The Daily News made it sound as if the WSU had been given the
NIC Crown instead of earning it.
WSU finished the conference season with a 5-1 record, while
Duluth, the only team that threatened the Warriors, was 3-2 with
one more conference game to go. On top of that, the Warriors manhandled Duluth in their conference bout, beating them 28-14.
The attitude toward the Warriors seemed to be changing and
people were jumping on the bandwagon. But after the loss to
Moorhead it didn't take the skeptics long to jump off and start with
their criticism once again.
The Warriors have done something at WSU which hasn't been
done in 19 years. Win sole possession of the NIC Championship.
The last time was in 1964.
You wouldn't think that the fans would write this off as just luck. I
think that this has happened too an extent at WSU. Come on
people, your Winona State Warriors are ranked 20th in the nation in
the NAIA Division I poll.
It took this year's seniors four years to believe in themselves.
Let's hope that it won't take the fans that long to believe in them.
The attitude when WSU is winning is great, but let's not become fair
weather fans and only support the Warriors when their winning. It
was your support that helped the Warriors go this far and there is
still a possibility of a playoff berth, so stay behind them, who knows
how far they'll go.
I suppose the Illinois students are happy now. The Sox got
trounced, but they can always back the Illini.

WSU Purple Penguin
didn't 'fly the coop'
by Robbin Brent

Nov. 2

Nov. 7

Tonight

PITCHER NIGHT

SCHMIDT NIGHT

7-12 p.m.
Nov. 8

Nov. 3-4-5
Rock To

FREE LANCE

Live Disc Jockey
BUDWIESER
SPECIALS

The purple penguin hasn't left
Winona
State,
he's
just
recuperating, according to
penguin designer, Dave Woggon.
Woggon said the penguin had
to miss last week's game
because he was being repaired
following an injury suffered at the
Oct. 22 game against Moorhead.
"The penguin's low-hanging
crotch impeded his running. He
was trying to run with the players
but they almost ran him over
because he couldn't keep up,"
said Woggon.
"He just took one too many big
steps and he ripped his crotch
and tail."

Asked if the penguin would be
at the Nov. 20th game in the
Metrodome when WSU battles
the University of MinnesotaMorris, Woggon said, "We'll be
there."
In response to criticism of the
penguin as an appropriate
mascot for the Warriors, Woggon
stressed that the penguin was
not a mascot, only a character to
promote school spirit.
"San Diego has their chicken.
The Vikings have crazy George.
We have our purple penguin.."
"I made the mistake earlier by
calling him a mascot. He's not. I
just felt that Winona State
needed a character at the games
to help get the crowd fired up,"
said Woggon.

"Study-Break" Alternative!

Nov. 6
Happy Hour Noon-7 p.m.
Watch Minnesota vs.
Tampa Bay
on our big screen TV

Nov. 9

JESSE BRADY
One Night Only!!

Electric\ R Cade

HOURS:

Mon.-Fri.
2:30-10:00 p.m.
Sat.
10:30 a.m.-10:00 p.m.
Sun.
1-5 p.m.

*
*
*

Video Games
Foosball
Pool

Need a fundraiser for your campus organization?
Call Rocky for details at Electric R Cade, 122 E. 3rd, 452.9870
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Nauman filling in for Marston
by Diane C. Tenuta
There is a new athletic director
on campus this fall. Mr. Jerry
Nauman is filling in as athletic
director and head golf coach
while Dr. Dwight Martson is on
sabbatical leave.
It was decided last spring that
Nauman would serve both
positions while Marston was
gone.
Nauman brings his past
experience to his present job. He
served as athletic director at a
high school in Iowa and at
DesMoines Area Junior College.
Nauman finds his job of three
months to be "interesting and
time consuming."
"What I'm doing as athletic
director is maintaining policies.
I'm not going to make any
changes or try to restructure the
athletic program here at WSU."
"I'm not out to change
everything Marston's
established, that's not my job.
He wouldn't appreciate me
changing everything."
"With
have
this
job,
I
tremendous responsibilities and
with the football team being so
successful this fall, I've had a few
new problems to deal with, like
Jerry Nauman
crowd control at home games."
"We're also trying something
new this year and that's the
Warrior football game at the just go out and shoot a round.
Metrodome on Nov. 20."
The pressures aren't there, like in
The idea of the game at the basketball."
dome was brought about by some
"What I did as golf coach was
of the football coaches and the . plan and drive the van to the
president of the university, matches."
Thomas Stark.
Nauman was satisfied with the
But it is Nauman's job to get golf season, which ended Oct. 5.
everything co-ordinated, to make "We could have done better, but
we won both the Eau Claire and
the event successful.
Along with the job of athletic St. Mary's tournaments, and
director, Nauman had the added finished third in the conference."
With both new jobs facing him
responsibility of coaching the
this quarter, Nauman still finds
men's golf team this fall.
"Coaching golf was very time for his basketball team,
pleasant and relaxing," said which begins season play Nov.
26.
Nauman.
"I usually go into basketball
"It's quite a bit different to
coach golf, which is basically an season feeling refreshed and
individual sport and to coach prepared, but this year I won't be
basketball, which is a team sport." as refreshed and prepared."
Basketball practice has already
"I really didn't need to prepare
myself to coach golf, since you started agd Nauman said they

The NIKE Legend. - I - he basketball shoe, designed for
big men of the NBA, that brings new stability to any sized
foot. And incredible performance with it. In hi-tops. And lo-cuts.
Both featuring the NIKE Variable Width Lacing System'''.
The NIKE Legend.
Take it to court. And win your
feet a reprieve.

* Save 10% with this on our wide
selection of Basketball shoes thru Nov. 12th.

The Winona State men's
basketball team is ready to kickoff another season on Saturday,
Nov. 26 against Luther College
and improve over last year's 10-18
record.
According to Coach Jerry
Nauman, last year's team lost five
games by two points or less. He
added, "We didn't have the take
charge person who said I'm going
to win this game."
"We have more overall talent
and size than last year but you
don't know the intangibles," he
continued.
Nauman indicated that this
year's team should win more
games than they lose. He said
that winning is the most
important factor to the program
but other factors are important.
Nauman said, "I've been a
coach for 24 years, and as a
coach you get great satisfaction
out of players doing what they're
capable of. The coaches have a

job to try to get the maximum out
of the talent that we have. This is
why I'm impressed with the
football team, because they have
done this."
"When you're winning you
have that instinct that says your
going to win. It's self-assurance,"
he added.
This year's coaching staff has
increased over the last few
year's. The other members of the
staff are student assistant Dave
Woggon, graduate assistant Ron
Lievense and assistant coach
Jack Rader.
With the increased staff,
Nauman feels they can do so
much more. "This is the first time
I've been here that we can spend
more time with the younger
members because of the
increased staff."
The new members of the team
include 20 freshmen and seven
transfers. "Part of the reason for
this," said Nauman, "is that WSU
offers a sound education for no
matter what program they go

Mon.-Thurs.
9-5:30

217 East 3rd
454.4980

WINONA

had
a
good
pre-season
conditioning period.
"I've got three good assistant
coaches in Jack Rader, who's
been here for four years, Ron
Lievense, a - graduate assistant,
and Dave Woggon, a student
assistant."
"Woggon played basketball
here for four years and knows our
system well," said Nauman.
Besides the regular varsity
season, the freshmen team has
16 games lined up.
"Things will get tight around
Nov. 20, with the football game
at the dome. Then by the 26th,
I've got my first basketball
game," said Nauman.
Nauman's been putting in
about a ten-hour day but he still
finds all his jobs "enjoyable and
different and glad two of them
only last three months."

Basketball kicks-off Nov. 26
by Brad Arndt
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into. Realistically, when you bring
this many people in you don't
expect them to play basketball
for all four years. These people do
affect others and spread the word
about WSU. It's good public
relations."
Recruiting will be easier in the
future because of the enthusiasm
of President Stark for all
university programs, Nauman
said.
Keeping players eligible is as
important as recruiting to
Nauman. "If my memory serves
me right I've lost only four
athletes because of ineligibility."
Nauman described this year's
conference, "I think the teams to
beat this year are Northern and
Duluth. Duluth is working with a
large budget, therefore they can
do more recruiting. Northern also
does well in recruiting partly
because of their location and
reputation. We have to battle
schools like LaCrosse, St. Mary's,
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Intramural Sports offers a variety of activities
by Julie Butson
If you're wondering how to get
your money's worth out of your
student activity-fee, take a look at
Intramural Sports.
The Intramural Program at
Winona State receives 5.5
percent or $14,000, from the
student activity fund, said
Stephen
Director,
Intramural
Juaire.
"Most of the money goes into
equipment," said Juaire. "There's
a variation of equipment
available. We concentrate on
providing equipment for activities
you wouldn't have your own
equipment for."
This equipment is available to
all WSU students. Just present a
valid student I.D. at the
room
equipment
intramural

located downstairs from McCown
Gym.
many
offers
Intramurals
organized sports throughout the
year. Fall quarter offers men's
and women's flag football and
soccer, men's team racquetball,
co-rec frisbee and women's
volleyball.
Winter quarter offers men's
and women's basketball, co-rec
volleyball and broomball.
Spring quarter offers men's
and women's softball, men's
volleyball, and women's team
racquetball.
In addition to organized sports,
intramurals offer several special
events such as tennis, broomball,
and snow softball tournaments,
said Juaire.
An athletic trainer was added

Men's
basketball

or' ••• ••••

Continued from Page 15
Mankato, and River Falls for
players. A player in our area has a
lot more options."
his philosophy,
Describing
Nauman said, "Basketball has to
be something the student-athlete
enjoys doing. Anytime you take
the fun of it out, you kill the
incentive."
A sign in Nauman's office
reads, "Don't yell at me, criticize
me, ride me or work me hard
coach. I don't want to win.
Signed: A Loser."
The varsity games will begin at
7:30 p.m. and the J.V. games at
5:15 p.m.

"On
Nov.17th,
adopt a
friend
who
smokes:"
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to the staff last year as a fulltime, on-going part of intramurals
during team sport competition.
"There's a good spattering of
individual and competitive
sports," explained Juaire, "but
sometimes we get away from the
fun things that should be a part of
intramurals and of college life."
The "fun" things Juaire refers
to are special events such as
sport-a-thons, superstars, and the
Way-out Wacky Dog Days. These
activities have been organized in
the past and hope to be again in
the future, said Juaire.
Even though new programs
and activities are being planned,
Juaire wants to continue and
improve the ones going on now.
"People wonder why we have
the same core activities all the

4.•
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time," said Juaire, "It's because
there's 500-600 people playing
basketball and over 1200 playing
softball. Those numbers speak
very strong."
Last year, students were asked
to pay a team registration fee to
participate in these sports. The
fee has carried over to this year
and brings around $3000 into the
intramural department.
"This money helps improve
equipment and increase the open
hours for many of the facilities,"
said Juaire.
Open pool times are Monday
through Thursday from 6:30 to
8:30 p.m. Additional open hours
are posted on the pool board.
The weight room is open from 8
a.m. to 9:30 p.m. Students have
access to universal and free
♦••
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weights.
are
courts
Racquetball
available to students who sign up
24 hours in advance. During the
day, sign-up is in the HPER office
and at night, sign up is in
the intramural equipment room.
There are also open gym times
and structured gym times for
frisbee and soccer. These times
can also be obtained at the
intramural equipment room.
Intramurals have come a long
way but also have a long way to
go, said Juaire.
"We need more financial
support in the area of student
employment that can help
supervise these facilities," said
Juaire. "Students don't see these
concerns, they see the gym
locked."
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